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Providing solutions that strengthen leaders and teams, move 
ideas to action, and help groups transform what is already 
strong into something superb. Working together, we help 
organizations ACHIEVE stronger results. 
 
 

Cheryl K. Glaeser, Owner/President 

As President/Owner of Achieve TFC, Cheryl supports organizations and businesses by providing solutions 
that strengthen leaders and teams, move ideas to action, and help organizations ACHIEVE stronger 
results. With over 20 years of experience in the nonprofit and private sectors, she combines her 
facilitation, training, and organizational development skills to effectively meet the customized needs of 
her clients. As a professional consultant, trainer, and life-long learner, she has gained exposure to a 
broad array of tools and methodologies to effectively meet the customized needs of clients.  

Cheryl has worked with organizations locally and nationally, has managed complex collaboratives 
involving a broad array of stakeholders, and is proficient at facilitating group planning and community 
engagement endeavors. Recent clients include the Southwest Regional Development Commission, 
Kandiyohi County and City of Willmar Economic Development Commission, SWWC Service Cooperative 
and their LYFT Career Pathways Initiative, Clean Grid Alliance, Prairie Woods Environmental Learning 
Center, Technology and Trades on the Prairie, and several other clients working to advance rural 
economies and strengthen communities. Cheryl currently serves as Board Chair for the Minnesota 
Agriculture and Rural Leadership program and leads Hutchinson's Grow Our Own Committee. In her 
spare time, she enjoys time with her three grandchildren, singing, playing piano and riding her Harley! 
 

Approach 
 
Achieve TFC is built on a philosophy that with exceptional bursts of support, organizations and 
businesses can focus on what’s truly important and move what is already strong to something more 
superb. Cheryl’s approach includes: 

 Listening to and working with clients to meet their specific needs 
 Thinking creatively about the best possible ways to meet those needs  
 Identifying relevant patterns to be strategic in creating alternative ways to move forward 
 Communicating thoughts and ideas into action steps 
 Using evaluative thinking toward continuous improvement throughout each project 
 Being authentically committed to helping others reach their goals and deliver results 
 Maximizing strengths to transform what’s good into what’s great 
 Enjoying authentic connections with great people throughout the process 

 
Cheryl incorporates a variety of individual reflection and group participation methods in helping groups 
be fully engaged in the success of their work. Her past experience and working knowledge of workforce 
challenges and solutions, agriculture, nonprofit, and rural leadership is strengthened by a Bachelor’s 
Degree through Metropolitan State University focused on Organizational Development and Group 
Dynamics.  
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A self-motivated, enthusiastic, and results-oriented professional who thrives on authentic engagement, 
energetically exploring new ideas, and building collaborative results.  Through exceptional interpersonal and 
communication skills and a passion for innovation and continuous improvement, helps groups achieve results 
and solve challenges. A recognized leader for identifying, strengthening, and creating collaborative community 
and industry relationships that advance rural organizations, businesses, and communities. Proficient at 
managing complex projects involving a broad-based network of stakeholders.  An avid life-long learner that 
believes in being intentional about my own personal and professional development to ensure relevancy and 
exceptional leadership.  

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
ACHIEVE TFC, Hutchinson, Minnesota, 2017 to Present, Owner/President 

Owner/President of sole-proprietor corporation that supports individuals and groups by providing 
solutions that strengthen leaders, address challenges, and transform ideas to action. Facilitated numerous 
strategic discussions and training sessions toward strengthening organizations and building collaborative 
initiatives. 
 
INSTITUTE FOR CONSERVATION LEADERSHIP, Takoma Park, Maryland, 2016-2017, Senior Associate  

Senior Associate with national nonprofit dedicated to building the capacity of leaders, organizations, coalitions, 
and networks working toward healthy communities and a healthy Earth through consulting, training, coaching, 
meeting facilitation, and network coordination. Managed ICL’s Executive Leadership Program and provided 
capacity-building support for leaders and organizations through customized training and facilitation for over 40 
organizations. Customized services ranged from individual coaching to large-group organizational strategic 
planning. 
 

SOUTHWEST INITIATIVE FOUNDATION, Hutchinson, Minnesota, 2005 – 2016, Program Officer 

Program Officer with regional community foundation dedicated to advancing 18 southwest Minnesota counties. 
Directed economic development initiatives pertaining to workforce development, renewable energy, and 
agriculture. Oversaw leadership initiatives including the Nonprofit Leaders Academy. 

EDUCATION 
METROPOLITAN STATE UNIVERSITY, St. Paul, Minnesota, Bachelor of Individualized Studies, Organizational 
Development and Group Dynamics, 2018, summa cum laude 

ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY, St. Cloud, Minnesota, 1991 Associate in Arts, summa cum laude 

PROGRAM CERTIFICATES: International Economic Development Council’s Economic Competency Courses, 
Anderson Center Leadership and Management Forums, Indiana University Lilly School of Philanthropy, National 
Development Council, Blandin Community Leadership Program, Minnesota Ag and Rural Leadership Program, 
University of Minnesota’s Working on Purpose, Art of Hosting, University of Minnesota Extension Facilitation 
Training 

VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE: Minnesota Agriculture and Rural Leadership – Alumna, Class VII, 2014; current Board 
Chair; Hutchinson Leadership Institute – member of design team/trainer; Hutchinson Grow Our Own –Chair 


